Event-related functional MRI investigation of vocal pitch variation.
Voice production involves precise, coordinated movements of the intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal musculature. A component of normal voice production is the modification of pitch. The underlying neural networks associated with these complex processes remains poorly characterized. However, several investigators are currently utilizing neuroimaging techniques to more clearly delineate these networks associated with phonation. The current study sought to identify the central cortical mechanism(s) associated with pitch variation during voice production using event-related functional MRI (fMRI). A single-trial design was employed consisting of three voice production tasks (low, comfortable, and high pitch) to contrast brain activity during the generation of varying frequencies. For whole brain analysis, volumes of activation within regions activated during each task were measured. Bilateral activations were shown in the cerebellum, superior temporal gyrus, insula, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, inferior parietal lobe, and post-cingulate gyrus. In the left hemisphere, activations in the medial and middle frontal gyri were also observed. Regions active during high pitch production when compared to comfortable pitch were evident in the bilateral cerebellum, left inferior frontal gyrus, left cingulate gyrus, and left posterior cingulate. During low pitch generation, activations were present in the inferior frontal gyrus, insula, putamen, and cingulate gyrus in the left hemisphere. The inferior frontal gyrus in the right hemisphere produced greater activity than the area of the left hemisphere during high and low pitch generation. These results suggest that a single-trial design is sensitive enough to begin to delineate a widespread network of activations in both hemispheres associated with vocal pitch variation.